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Welfare lottery is one of important means to raise social welfare funds and 
gives support to the social itself. In recent years, the welfare lottery enjoyed rapid 
development. From 2009 to 2011, the welfare lottery sales in Yunnan province 
increased year by year. With the fast development of welfare lottery, how to avoid 
the sales financing risk and expand fund collection channels have became one of the 
main problems confronted by the Welfare Lottery Center of Yunnan province. 
In this dissertation, with careful analysis of business needs, the fund collection 
system for welfare lottery sales was studied and designed based on the project of 
Fund collection system development between China Construction Bank and Welfare 
Lottery Center of Yunnan province. Therefore, the fund collection can be achieved 
through data exchange among betting stations and banks, besides it also expanded 
fund collection channels. The front-end part of the fund collection system was based 
on lenovo financial development platform (referred to as ACE), and its back-end 
system based on data exchange platform Starring of Beijing Advanced Digital 
Technology Co., Ltd., which C language and INFOMIX database were used. Four 
subsystems, namely, payment, query, charge and day-end reconciliation, were 
designed according to business needs. Thus, the four subsystems were with the 
function of querying information of welfare Lottery sales outlets, checking payment 
information , sales of Fund collection and recharging. In addition, it provided 
business lists for its host bank and branches of betting stations.  At the same time, 
sales of betting stations could be adjusted through data exchange between the bank 
agencies and welfare lottery center. 
In this dissertation, the background, significance and aim of the project were 
firstly described. And the business requirements of Welfare Lottery Center were 
analyzed in detail. Then, the general design concept was proposed based on the 
analysis of business requirements, and one of the key technologies was discussed in 















online work was completed. 
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